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Abstract The compressibility behaviour of loose and con-

tracting granular assemblies, normally consolidated and

overconsolidated, under isotropic drained compression is

investigated in this paper. Short cylindrical samples of water-

saturated monodisperse glass beads, initially assembled in

loose state by moist-tamping technique, are isotropically

compressed in a classical axisymmetric triaxial machine.

Very loose glass bead samples experience numerous unex-

pected events, sometimes cascading, under undetermined

triggered effective isotropic stress in loading and in unload-

ing, while the classical compressibility behaviour of granular

material is recovered once these events ignored. Each event,

resembling the stick–slip instability during shear in triaxial

compression, is characterized by a transient dynamic phase I

with very fast drop of effective isotropic stress r
0

due to an

excess pore pressure development at nearly constant volume

and constant axial strain, followed by a quasi-static phase II

with gradual increase in axial ea (contraction) and volumetric

ev (compaction) strain, and a full progressive recovery of r
0
to

the previous level before event. A short-lived liquefaction

with null r
0

measured in the first phase I results in a local

collapse state. Collapse events also happen on unsaturated

moist and dry states. Rare events even occur during the

unloading of subsequent isotropic compression cycles. The

effects of triggered isotropic stress are discussed, the insta-

bility characteristics measured, the comparison with stick–

slip instability made and the hypothesis of micro-structural

instability with local collapse of contact networks and rapid

micro-structural rearrangement argued.

Keywords Collapse � Dynamic � Friction � Idealized

granular materials � Instability � Isotropic consolidation

1 Introduction

In granular mechanics, a large number of intensive theo-

retical and experimental studies have been devoted to the

understanding of the mechanical behaviour of granular

materials. Despite this large body of knowledge, many

aspects such as inherent and induced anisotropy, principal

stress rotation, cyclic loading and liquefaction still remain

puzzling subjects for granular scientists [76]. Even today,

these sophisticated rheological features are not well simu-

lated by recent constitutive relations, due to the increasing

complexity revealed by experiments, and also often due to

the phenomenological-based character of these relations

inside the continuous mechanics framework [29].

One of the key ideas to overcome the complexity of real

granular media is to test in the laboratory some simplified

and idealized granular materials consisting of perfectly

rounded particles. Although monodisperse glass beads

certainly cannot be representative of real natural granular

materials consisting of mostly non-spherical particles like

sand, it can constitute a useful comprehensive laboratory

first step towards a better understanding of the latter.

The second key idea is to take advantage of recent

advances of powerful computing and imaging techniques,
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delicate mechanical investigation in the laboratory might

be replaced by numerical simulation of a large collection of

particles using discrete element method (DEM [51, 57])

pioneered by Cundall and Strack [11] and popularized by

Thornton [68]. One of the objectives was to derive the

macroscopic behaviour using only the microscopic

parameters of individual particles. Many salient features of

granular media are qualitatively retrieved [43, 44, 56, 62],

although quantitative comparisons [52, 65] are rare. The

coordination number, the distribution of contact orienta-

tions are rapidly identified as relevant parameters. These

variables are usually unattainable in real experiments, even

for recent computer tomography (CT) investigations.

However, spherical particles can slide, slip and roll with

respect to each other, contrasting the grain to grain inter-

locking capability due to the angular shape of most natural

sand grains. Packings of rounded particles create unex-

pected experimental behaviour, known as stick–slip phe-

nomenon, similar to earthquakes with very fast period of

stress release over long period of strain accumulation.

Experimental physicists began to investigate first the

behaviour of thin layers of a few tens of mono-sized

spherical grains subjected to shear forces in specially

designed slider frictional machine similar to the simple

shear apparatus in soil mechanics. The main objective was

to study the frictional mechanisms at fundamental level

[55]. The vertical and horizontal motions of a light cover on

top of thin particle layers were measured. The light cover,

pushed by a calibrated spring, imposes very low normal

stress. Stick–slips occur for horizontal motion and the main

controlling factors were rapidly identified and their effects

evaluated: the low driving velocity, the stiffness of the

spring system and the normal force. As in simple shear

technique, the vertical displacement was taken as a repre-

sentative measure for the dilatancy characteristics of the

granular media, providing a constant cross section [26, 48].

Model granular materials in thin layers are also used as a

substitute of gouge materials in fault zones in rock

mechanics [6, 41, 42]; and the observed one-dimensional

stick–slip often tentatively explained by ‘‘rate and state’’

constitutive equations [14, 42, 61], usually associated with

contact ageing [32] and velocity dependency of frictional

behaviour [32, 42].

The annular shear cell developed for soil mechanics was

used next by physicists to study the behaviour of glass

beads under unlimited large strains and constant normal

stress [10, 67], leading to a significant role of volumetric

strain on stick–slip phenomenon. Quasi regular stick–slips

were observed and large volumetric contraction (respt.

dilation) was measured during the slip (respt. stick) phase.

Small amount of creep was also detected before and after

slip event, as in [48]. Periodic dilatancy and contractancy

was proposed as the origin of stick–slip instabilities.

However, the precise triggering mechanisms were still

missing. As noted above, noisy volumetric strain was

derived only from vertical displacement of the top cover.

In soil mechanics, annular shear cell was replaced by shear

apparatus to study the stress-strain properties until failure.

The shear apparatus was outperformed later in practice by

more versatile triaxial machine coupled with the ability to

measure global and local volumetric strain with various

techniques. Nevertheless, very few experimental studies on

glass beads were investigated. Stick–slips were observed with

strong dilatancy effect in high confining pressure in experi-

ments of the pioneer works of Kim [34]. Adjemian [1] pre-

sented the first systematic study of stick–slip phenomenon on

dry glass beads in triaxial compression in the lower range

(30–60 kPa) of confining pressure and evidenced some

occurring conditions of slow vertical strain rate, lower density

and specimens with small grain to sample diameter, small

height to sample diameter. Roussel [60] extended the previ-

ous results on medium to dense dry glass beads over the range

of 100–400 kPa and showed no evidence for single or mul-

tiple shear bands with CT images, contrasting the case of

dense sands [13]. In a previous work [16], very large quasi-

periodic stick–slips exhibited unpredictable shear stress

breakdown to the initial isotropic level and coupled with

simultaneous volumetric strain on fully saturated granular

media. In drained condition, stick–slip behaviours on loose

samples strongly resembled the hardening response of dense

granular sample, including the dilatancy characteristic at

large strain. Additionally, a unique stress–dilatancy relation

applies to all stick–slip events.

Some main questions concerning the stick–slip instabil-

ity persist: what are the triggering mechanisms and how

large is the role of pore pressure, especially for fully satu-

rated media? More importantly, is the presence of shear

stress a mandatory condition? Despite recent experiments

performed on simpler 2D granular media consisting of

photo-elastic polymer discs [7] or 1D cylinders [58], these

questions remain unsolved and the stick–slip phenomenon

largely unnoticed by DEM experiments. The particular

cases of isotropic loading, monotonic or cyclic, are unfairly

ignored in experiments. Nevertheless, Lagioia and Nova

[38] showed a rare known case of de-structuration on cal-

carenite in isotropic compression, with unknown dynamic

features. It represents a transition from rock-like to soil-like

behaviour with large void ratio drop at high isotropic stress.

Up to now, the stick–slip phenomenon in triaxial com-

pression shearing still remains an elude subject for theo-

retical, numerical and experimental scientists. The

discovery of isotropic liquefaction for the same model

granular materials in our previous works had thickened the

mystery [15, 19]. The main findings were the spontaneous

liquefaction under undetermined external isotropic stress,

associated with three necessary conditions and
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liquefaction-free for dense state below a threshold void

ratio at fabrication e
liq
30 , representing the transition from

global instability with total failure to local instability with

partial collapse.

Since it opens the possibility of new mode liquefaction

for natural granular materials probably in improbable pla-

ces, it is worth to explore thoroughly the local collapses

leading to this isotropic liquefaction. Tracing back how the

instability evolves, especially the excess pore fluid pres-

sure, may reveal insights into different inner components of

isotropic liquefaction, previously unsuspected and even

now still partially understood. Since the experimentalists

often overlook the compressibility behaviour of loose, ideal

granular materials in very simple condition of triaxial

isotropic drained compression or isotropic consolidation,

the purpose of this paper is to investigate the unknown and

presumably uninteresting mechanical behaviour of these

analogue materials, without any external shearing compo-

nent; and letting aside the spectacular events of liquefac-

tion. It presents new unconventional experimental findings

of a comprehensive programme on very loose and saturated

monodisperse glass beads beside a brief report on prelim-

inary salient features [18]. It reports in-depth observations

leading to a collapse-free behaviour below a threshold void

ratio at fabrication ecol
30 , the instabilities of normally con-

solidated and overconsolidated state under isotropic cycles

and the associated dynamic characteristics. Only the effects

of effective isotropic stress are considered in this paper.

Mono-sized glass bead samples were prepared by moist-

tamping technique and isotropically compressed with

constant stress rate. Although glass beads are specific

granular materials, they may activate some mechanisms

usually hidden or partially developed in real granular soils.

Section 2 describes the experimental programme includ-

ing the idealized material and the sets of the laboratory tests.

The global compressibility behaviour under isotropic or one-

dimensional compression is strongly affected by unexpected

‘‘stick–slip’’-like events. These remarkable isotropic insta-

bilities of a typical experiment are reported in Sect. 3. The

analysis of these spontaneous dynamic events in compression

loading, including some rare events in compression unload-

ing, is presented in Sect. 4, together with their dependence on

the initial void ratio and triggered isotropic stress and some

possible driving physical mechanisms. Finally, the paper

highlights the essential conclusions in the last section.

2 Experimental programme

The experimental works are conducted using a modified

classical triaxial cell shown in Fig. 1. All samples are

isotropically compressed in a manually stress-controlled

mode with approximately constant total stress rate. The

axial displacement Dh is measured by a linear variable

differential transformer (LVDT) sensor mounted directly

on the top platen. The global axial strain is estimated from

ea ¼ Dh=H0 with H0 the initial height. The global volu-

metric strain is deduced from ev ¼ Dv=V0, where V0 is the

initial sample volume and the water volume Dv expelled

from or moved into the sample during isotropic compres-

sion. The water volume Dv is converted from the dis-

placement of a membrane along a calibrated tube measured

by another LVDT sensor. The pore water pressure U is

recorded by a transducer outside the triaxial cell using very

thick plastic tube connected to the top cap of the granular

sample, at a distance of about 60 cm, since the constant

back pressure U0 needed for a full saturation is applied at

the bottom of the sample. The sample preparation, the

saturation procedure, the initial void ratio determination by

two independent methods, the verification of the anti-fric-

tional system are given in previous works on sands [17].

The current effective resolution including actual sensors,

electrical cables, data acquisition systems of all transducers

are carefully evaluated: ±0.05 kPa for the pore and iso-

tropic cell pressure, �1:4 � 10�6 for axial strain and ±0.8

10�5 for volumetric strain.

Industrial soda-lime spherical glass beads ‘‘Sil-glass’’

used in this experimental study were commercialized by

CVP, Linselles, France.1 After the elimination of the small

amount of beads smaller than 0.3 mm of diameter, a nearly

unimodal population is obtained. Figure 2 presents the

grain size distribution using particle size analyser per-

formed by laser diffraction showing clean and poorly

graded fine-grained granular media, the frequency his-

togram with a slightly asymmetric distribution and the

image of virgin spherical glass beads SLG 6-8 viewed

under SEM (scanning electron microscopy). These glass

beads have a static friction coefficient of 0.24 on glass,

according to CVP. The usual index properties are reported

in Table 1.

σ

Sample

Water

Air

U

Δv

U0

Δh

D0

H0

Fig. 1 Sketch of the experimental setup for isotropic compression

1 www.Cvp-abrasif-broyage.com.
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Short cylindrical sample, H0 = 70 mm in height and D0

= 70 mm in diameter, enclosed within a 0.3-mm latex

membrane is prepared using a modified moist-tamping and

under-compaction method [8, 36] to create loose and

contractive granular samples. Enlarged end plates are used

to produce homogeneous deformations at large strains

during shear. Predetermined quantities of moist glass

beads, mixed with 2% of distilled water in weight, are

placed and gently compacted in five layers of prescribed

thickness using a flat-bottom tamping circular stainless

steel rod of 20 mm in diameter. Special care was given to

have samples with nearly identical void ratios at fabrication

state to minimize the well-known effect of density on the

observed behaviour. To obtain a fully saturated state, CO2

method [37] with de-aired distilled water, and back pres-

sure of up to 200 kPa were applied. The resulting

Skempton’s coefficient B = DU=Dr > 0.95 indicates a

fully saturated sample [63]. To avoid possible wearing

effects, only virgin glass beads were used.

The void ratio of each granular sample was carefully

evaluated from the water content obtained at the end of the

isotropic compression or the shear loading [73], and also

from the usual procedure of measuring the sample

dimensions during different fabrication stages.

Two sets of drained isotropic compression tests were

designed to study the unconventional instability phe-

nomenon of idealized, fully saturated and very loose model

granular materials: the first series of normally consolidated

and very loose samples to inspect the triggering condition of

the unusual isotropic collapse up to 500 kPa, the second

series of overconsolidated samples with OCR ¼ 4 and r0max

= 400 kPa and decreasing void ratio to study the effects of

initial void ratio and to identify the threshold void ratio at

the beginning of isotropic consolidation at 30 kPa ecol
30 ,

leading to a collapse-free behaviour during isotropic com-

pression. A complementary test is performed to compare

the newly discovered isotropic instability with the stick–slip

instability in drained compression. Some additional tests

with a few isotropic cycles are also conducted to study the

preliminary effects of isotropic cycles. The average initial

void ratio at fabrication state, e0, of the first series was

around 0.713 (solid fraction U = 0.584) or a relative density

Dr of -24% giving an artificially very loose sample. The

initial bulk density is of about 1.428 g=cm3.

Table 2 summarizes the selected tests of this study with

their initial conditions and their results. e30 (respt. Dr30) is

the void ratio (respt. relative density) at the beginning of

isotropic consolidation at 30 kPa. r0trig represents the value

of applied effective isotropic pressure for the accident hav-

ing the largest void ratio reductionDe.Dev is the incremental

volumetric strain, Dea the incremental axial strain produced

during the event, DUpeak the peak of excess pore pressure in

transient phase, DUstable its stabilized value after this tran-

sient phase, f the frequency of the transient phase of pore

pressure buildup, Cc the compression index, Cs the swelling

index, istat ¼ Dev

Dea
the incremental anisotropic coefficient in

quasi-static consolidation, Cp the wetting induced collapse

potential and t50 the time for 50% of consolidation.

3 Typical experimental results

Due to the undetermined nature of the triggering stress and

the unpredictable character of the observed instabilities

[19], it is worth to examine in some details the local col-

lapses without global liquefaction of a typical test.
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Fig. 2 Particle size distribution, frequency histogram and SEM image of SLG 6-8 glass beads of 0.7 mm of diameter

Table 1 Index properties of SLG 6-8 glass beads

Property Value

Specific gravity, qs 2.50

Mean size, D50 (mm) 0.723

Uniformity coefficient, Cu 1.463

Curvature coefficient, Cc 0.989

Maximum void ratio, emax 0.686

Minimum void ratio, emin 0.574
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For isotropic consolidation testing, the results were

examined mainly in the traditional semi-logarithmic com-

pression plane e� logr
0
. To clarify the unusual behaviour,

the time evolution of r
0
, ev, ea and DU were added. Fol-

lowing the usual convention in soil mechanics, volumetric

(respt. axial) strains are positive for compaction (respt.

contraction).

3.1 Unusual spontaneous accidents, stick–slip

in isotropic consolidation

Figure 3 shows a typical triaxial isotropic compressibility

behaviour from 30 to 400 kPa of idealized and loose

granular materials for a typical example of test N1 having

e30 = 0.671. Small red arrows indicate the time direction.

The behaviour measured by the usual slow and non-syn-

chronized acquisition system at 0.5 Hz (red dashed line and

hollow circles) is superimposed with that of fast filtered

and synchronized one at 2048 Hz (blue line).

Instead of an expected continuous and linearly decrease

of e with increasing r
0

in the compression diagram, several

accidents, labelled as events A to D with large accidental

drops De (event B will be addressed later), interrupt the

usually smooth macroscopic compressibility behaviour.

Each accident consists of a sudden and rapid reduction of

r
0

at the beginning of each event, followed by an equally

rapid recovery to the previous effective stress level in less

than 4 s as in the case of event A and the linear isotropic

consolidation resumes afterwards until the next accident.

The measured isotropic triggering stress r0trig is succes-

sively at 67, 68, 152 and 395 kPa.

These irregular events, or unusual accidents, can be

characterized by three macroscopic parameters: a simul-

taneous and fast volumetric compaction Dev and axial

contraction Dea, excepting for event E, and an equally

simultaneous and spontaneous increase of DU or decrease

of r
0
, followed by a gradual dissipation of DU or slowly

recovery of r
0
, according to the effective stress principle.

These events are termed as local collapses, strongly

resembling the stick–slip phenomenon in triaxial shearing.

Since they leave intact the cylindrical form of the speci-

men, at least visually, the subsequent usual triaxial sheared

test in compression or in extension can be performed,

either in drained or in undrained condition [2, 5, 16].

Distinct audible cracking noises were systematically heard

before the appearance of sudden small variation of ev or

sometimes the spontaneous generation of DU on the con-

trolled screen.

3.2 Unexpected excess pore pressure

At the beginning of each event, r
0

was first reduced to a

small value below 1 kPa and seemed to oscillate at con-

stant void ratio by the presence of multiple fast folding

Table 2 Isotropic consolidation tests on very loose and idealized granular materials

Tests e30ðDr30Þ r0trig De Dev Dea DUpeak DUstable f Cc Cs istat Cp t50

(kPa) (%) (10�2) (%) (%) (kPa) (kPa) (Hz) ð10�2Þ (10�2) (%) (s)

Series A : Isotropically Normally Consolidated, OCR = 1, largest void ratio drop De

N1 0.671 (13.4) 395 1.48 0.82 -0.275 428 348 105 1.84 1.21 20.0 0.472 0.678

N2 0.699 (-11.6) 275 1.92 1.13 0.053 476 256 106 1.73 1.21 20.1 -0.044 1.392

N3 0.724 (-33.9) 146 0.98 0.59 0.207 222 111 111 1.75 1.47 15.5 0.266 1.283

N4 0.688 (-1.8) 117 0.61 0.42 0.023 145 73 78 1.67 1.35 19.0 0.000 1.149

N5 0.783 (-86.6) 188 1.12 0.566 -0.073 315 146 92 1.69 1.43 18.5 -0.073 0.502

Series B : Isotropically Overconsolidated, OCR = 4

S1 0.690 (-3.6) 274 1.60 0.89 0.114 408 240 46 1.93 1.37 14.3 0.219 1.121

S2 0.677 (8.4) 310 1.30 0.74 -0.201 ** ** ** 1.59 1.59 12.4 0.752 0.767

S3 0.632 (8.4) 152 1.10 0.63 0.131 271 133 105 1.53 1.53 9.5 0.231 0.865

S4 0.608 (8.4) 122 0.70 0.41 0.033 69 69 104 1.53 1.53 17.4 -0.002 0.890

Isotropic Cycles

S5 0.654 (28.6) 169 2.03 1.231 0.119 174 87 90 1.79 1.63 19.1 -0.040 0.622

S6 0.707 (-18.8) 93 0.80 0.357 0.165 144 65 39 1.79 1.75 18.3 -0.022 1.632

Dense Dry Deposition

SP1 0.596 (80.3) 89 0.10 0.045 0.021 17 8 98 1.78 1.44 15.7 0.000 0.218

SP2 0.584 (91.1) – – – – – – – 1.63 1.41 – -0.047 –

Moist Sample

SP3 0.700 (-12.9) 45 – – 0.335 2.1 0.6 – – – – – 0.218

** No oscillating pore pressure in transient phase
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horizontal lines in Fig. 3a; then began to recover gradually

with a gently curved behaviour, completing the missing

data acquired with the slow acquisition system. Short-lived

event B has little chance to be detected by slow system, and

since the r0trig of event B remains within the dissipation

range of event A, events A and B can be qualified as a

double collapse and even events A, B and C a triple

collapse.

Since the semi-logarithmic plot cannot represent the

eventually unexpected large positive spikes of measured

pore water pressure, or large negative spikes of r
0
, the

alternate linear scale in Fig. 3b for r
0

reveals the full

extend of DU or r
0
. The r

0
is briefly negative for all events,

even down to �75 kPa for the last event E.

Typical evolution of DU (large black hollow circles) of

each event can be decomposed in two phases: a first and

fast transient oscillatory phase I, suddenly developed from

a previous steady state, at practically constant volume with

large spikes DUpeak, until attaining the briefly stabilized

DUstable and a second and longest phase II of excess pore

water pressure dissipation at nearly constant ea and ev

towards the initial steady-state back pressure. Despite the

fully drained system, phase I occurs practically in

undrained conditions and phase II in drained conditions.

3.3 Dynamical events

Figure 4 provides the complete time evolution of ev, ea, DU
and cell pressure r of accident A during transient oscilla-

tory phase I. The time origin is shifted to the beginning of

the sudden development of DU with an error of ±0.5 ms of

the current time resolution.

A time delay of about 20 ms is noticed between the

sudden rise of DU and the beginning of the gradual pro-

gression of ea. In this figure, DU can be seen as the initial

cause of the development of ev and ea in the following

sequence for a local liquefaction: an increase in DU means

a decrease in r
0

for a fully saturated media, consequently a

reduction in strength and a global growing progression of

ev and ea to a stabilized value due to the recovering of r
0

to

the previous level. However, this sequence points out to a

logical question: how and when DU be triggered? In other

words, what are the triggering mechanisms for these

unexpected collapses?

A stiff dynamic pore pressure sensor with high resonant

frequency (250 kHz) was used together with the static one

to check the reliability of the transient phase I. The brief

vibration of DU is clearly not an artefact of the measure-

ment system since no difference was detected between two

systems. Additional verifications are also done to check the

effects of environmental disturbances on the measuring

system.

In this experiment, all collapses terminate the oscillating

phase I with a briefly stable value DUstable (nearly without

oscillations) before commencing the dissipating phase II
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due to the drainage system. The normalization by the sta-

bilizing value of DUstable is a convenient procedure to

eliminate the eventual dependence on DUstable.

Figure 5a groups together DUnorm for all normalized

events in a semi-logarithmic time scale to emphasize the

transient phase I and gives a complete evolution of DU.

This time evolution indicates a clear separation of the two

regimes at about 100 ms: fast transient below and slow

dissipation above. The two small black hollow circles at 2 s

illustrate the abrupt termination of events A and B and the

sudden generation of events B and C in a triple sequential

event ABC. Despite different triggering times of events B

and C in the middle of consolidation phase t50 of event A,

all rise times happen rapidly in less than 4 ms in phase I

and the consolidation created apparently from a loading

step completes in less than 6 s in phase II. Different

superimposed liquefaction points (solid circles) indicate

the DUnorm levels corresponding to a null effective stress

state close to unity, hence the short-lived local liquefaction

with limited deformation, contrasting the normal full glo-

bal liquefaction with runaway deformation [15, 19].

Without double event B and C, called after-collapses,

the pore pressure dissipation of event A can be terminated

normally at about 5 s; with ea remains practically constant

during subsequent events B and C, while ev continues to

evolve steadily with an accelerated pace with event C.

Successive collapses can be interpreted as aftershocks in

earthquake engineering. This triple collapse strengthens the

previous asked question for triggering mechanisms.

All single collapses and the first events of a set of multi-

collapses (double, triple collapses, ...) occur under constant

isotropic stress rate of about 0.07 kPa/s. Events B, C

happen in the process of dissipation of pore pressure which

is equivalent to an increase in effective stress; meaning a

faster increasing stress rate of 44.74 kPa/s. This suggests a

stress rate-independent feature for the mechanical beha-

viour during collapses.

The isotropic consolidation regime of phase II gives

strongly an impression of déjà vu. Similar to the traditional

one-dimensional consolidation in soil mechanics, two

additional macro-parameters can be identified [66]: the

time t50 for 50% consolidation and the slope C of the
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straight portion of the consolidation curve. Table 3 gives

the dynamic characteristics for all events of test N1.

The ea and ev for all collapses are shown in Fig. 5b, c,

with the origin shifted to the steady-state value before

collapse event to avoid clumsy figures. The lack of

simultaneity between DU or r0 and ea, ev is one of the

characteristics of these sudden collapses.

Figure 5b reveals a fast and progressive axial contrac-

tion towards a stable value of 0.28% within only 0.6 s. It

indicates a dynamic regime of the local collapse. The

volumetric contraction occurs at constant axial strain in the

dissipated regime of phase II, indicating a particular ani-

sotropic deformation under isotropic stress. While subse-

quent collapses B and C induce very little axial strain,

continuous volumetric contraction suggests a strong suc-

cessive structural rearrangements with emphasis on the

horizontal direction.

For dynamic collapses, the incremental relationship

between Dev and Dea in Fig. 5d below 10 s evolves rapidly

towards straight line, even for the surprising axial exten-

sion case of event E. These relations give large dynamic

incremental anisotropic coefficient idyn ¼ Dev=Dea during

the transient phase, depending on each collapse, because

Dev occurs essentially at constant axial strain, nearly after

completion of Dea, even for after-collapses. Small effective

stresses of collapses A to C tend to have large value of idyn.

The initial flat segment around null Dev denotes the initial

time delay compared to Dea. The value idyn ¼ 22:1 of

collapse D approaches the static one of Sect. 3.4.

3.4 Compressibility parameters

This drained isotropic compression test presents a dramatic

departure from classical results. While the overall effects

still have globally a volumetric compaction, it features a

new set of randomized accidents, altering apparently the

compressibility behaviour. However, in Fig. 6, if the four

loading phases preceding the collapse event are retrieved

and artificially shifting upwards at r0trig by De from Fig. 3,

a new compressibility curve, surprisingly continuous, is

created without phases I and II. This construction closes the

void ratio gap created by spontaneous collapses and linking

together four largest linear segments and reveals a hypo-

thetical mechanical behaviour conforming to the usual

isotropic or 1D compressibility of loose sand materials

without unloading under fully drained conditions [75]. In

soil mechanics, the compressibility behaviour of virgin

materials can be approximated by two superimposed

straight dashed lines in Fig. 6 representing the normal

virgin compression line (VCL) and the unloading-reloading

line. The initial slope of the curve has approximately the

same value as the unloading line. The intersection point of

these two lines defines an apparent precompression stress

r
0
p as a reminder of the past maximum effective stress. The

true r
0

p can have higher value due to the under-compaction

technique.

Using this construction, some macroscopic compress-

ibility parameters can be identified: a compression index

Cc = De=Dlogr
0

= 0.021 for loading, a swelling index Cs =

0.012 for approximating the unloading and an apparent

preconsolidation stress r
0
p = 77 kPa created logically by the

under-compaction method. This specimen of loose glass

beads has a particular drained isotropic compression

behaviour with Cs � Cc=2, in contrast with real granular

Table 3 Dynamic characteristics under drained isotropic compression of test N1, e30 = 0.671 (Dr = 13.4%). Osc is the number of oscillations,

Stab the stabilization time and Dis the dissipation time

Event r0trig DUmax DUstable Osc. f Sta. Dis. Offset etrig Slope C t50 De Dev Dea

(kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (Hz) (ms) (s) (ms) (s) (%) (%)

A 67 99 65 8 93.1 100 – 0 0.666 1.183 1.667 0.0076 1.421 0.289

B 54 86 59 8 93.1 100 – 0 0.660 1.054 1.368 – – –

C 68 125 81 8 102.4 100 6 0 0.654 1.495 2.006 – – –

D 152 210 115 10 97.5 100 4 20 0.637 1.183 0.808 0.0148 0.465 0.115

E 395 >428 346 8 93.1 100 3 18 0.621 1.742 0.676 0.0148 0.818 -0.275
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Fig. 6 Classical compressibility parameters under isotropic consol-

idation from 30 to 400 kPa of test N1, upon ignoring dynamic

collapses by artificially shifting upwards at r0trig by De
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materials where Cs � Cc=10. This observation suggests a

quasi-reversibility behaviour for model granular materials

numerically obtained in [3, 35, 62] with monodispersed

spherical particles, upon ignoring the unexpected dynamic

collapses.

Without these collapses, the void ratio at the end of

isotropic consolidation at 400 kPa would be in a medium

state of ec = 0.652 (Drc = 30.4%), instead of a dense state

of ec = 0.606 (Drc = 71.4%). It means the impossibility to

control the void ratio reduction in isotropic consolidation

due to random occurrence of spontaneous collapses, unless

mastering the triggering mechanisms.

The same moist-tamping procedure gives a rather large

istat ¼ 20 on monodispersed loose glass beads during iso-

tropic consolidation, contrasting sharply the isotropic

structure with istat � 3:0 for loose laboratory sands (i.e.

Hostun or Toyoura) [24]. This surprisingly strong initial

structural anisotropy of an assembly of spherical particles

could result from preferred orientation of unit vectors

normal to contact surfaces [50], or the results of local shear

stress generated by isotropic compression from DEM

numerical simulations, although with crushing mechanisms

on a dense media [45]. It is currently hypothesized as one

of the leading key component in the creation of observed

instabilities.

4 Analysis of spontaneous dynamic collapse

After the description of experimental evidences of a typical

investigation, we will now focus on the global analysis of

these unconventional dynamic instabilities of fully satu-

rated, normally consolidated and overconsolidated glass

bead material subjected to isotropic drained compression

and on the speculation about the possible driving physical

mechanisms behind.

4.1 Random instantaneous collapses

and instabilities

A set of 4 additional tests of series A having very loose

density was performed to study the occurrence of isotropic

triggering stress r0trig in Fig. 7, with double collapse and

isotropic cyclic loadings of test N5.

Some experimental observations can be made from this

series. The most obvious is the persistent presence of

numerous collapses with local liquefaction for all tests;

the second observation concerns the undetermined nature

of r0trig with an uneven distribution in the studied range

from 30 to 400 kPa; the third confirms the quasi-elastic

behaviour with Cs � Cc, associated with small hysteresis

loop in Fig. 7a and the last one points to the absence of

collapse during at least two isotropic cycles. If the gran-

ular assembly can support up to a given effective stress;

then, the resulting microstructure can support any stress

below this maximal attained level; therefore, the last

observation is logically expected for overconsolidated

sample. These observations seem to suggest a new char-

acteristic of loose model granular assemblies in isotropic

consolidation.

For clarity, Fig 7b shows separately the time evolution

of DUnorm. The inferred liquefaction levels (solid circles),

all well above the unit normalized level, point to a very

short-lived liquefaction state, hence to the existence of

local collapse. Note the rare double successive collapses

for the loosest sample, the smallest t50 and the fastest

dissipation time in this series. As in the case of triple

collapse of test N1, the second collapse also happens within

the dissipation range of previous event.

Visually, no sign of strain localization was noticed in

these experiments, partly due to small strains created by

isotropic compression below 400 kPa. Nevertheless,

advanced X-ray tomography can detect the invisible mul-

tiple localized deformation deep inside the sample [13, 31].

The observed dynamic instabilities might be related to the
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diffuse failure for undrained [12] and drained [59] shear

behaviour for loose granular material.

With the use of pore fluids having higher viscosity [9],

other than pure water, the possibility and the occurrence of

collapse could be different. However, this particular aspect

is left for future studies.

4.2 Effects of changes in r0trig

Figure 8 displays the dependency of r
0
trig on the measured

macroscopic parameters of each event, Dev, Dea, DUpeak

and DUstable for the whole set of 64 collapses collected

from 25 isotropic compression tests. The additional

unloading and moist collapses will be examined later in

Sect. 4.4. Figure 8a suggests an approximately logarithmic

increasing trend of Dev, with reasonable correlation factor

of 0.743, without multiple collapses (double, triple and

quintuple). Large confining effective pressure tends to

create fewer accidents with large volumetric compaction

limited by a value below 1%. About one-third of all col-

lapses presents surprisingly small axial extension in

Fig. 8b, scattering all over the whole range of r
0
, instead of

the usual compression state for an increasing isotropic

stress loading. This particular axial extension can be

probably related to the inclination of the top plate, there-

fore, to the inhomogeneous state of specimen. It indicates a

high anisotropic strain state. It seems that r
0
trig was ran-

domly distributed over the range of studied effective con-

fining stress, from 30 to 400 kPa, with a dominant group

below 200 kPa. It can be as small as 33 kPa without any

preceding local collapses, or as large as 394 kPa with

numerous preceding local collapses or precursors.

Two characteristics of DU in the transient phase, DUpeak

(hollow symbols) and DUstable (solid symbols), are plotted

together in Fig. 8c. While the short-lived DUpeak is often

located above the diagonal red line representing the liq-

uefaction state of null effective stress where the excess

pore pressure DU equals the net total confining pressure

r� U0, most of the stable value DUstable remain below or

near this line. The current leading hypothesis is that the

brief duration of the transient phase I in the range of 100

ms is enough to initiate local liquefaction, but not enough

to maintain its development and to propagate the lique-

faction state to the whole sample. The stabilized value

DUstable, located below the liquefaction line, gives a small

and however positive r
0
, which is enough to stop imme-

diately this local liquefaction state. A separation of beads

can occur during this short-lived and small r
0
, but it lasts

during a too short period to activate the role of gravity in

the dynamic phase I. If this period is prolonged for more

than one second, the current granular skeleton is destroyed

and liquefaction will follow.

Only three rare unloading collapses at high stress (red)

and three moist collapses (green symbols) from two addi-

tional tests are conveniently inserted within the trend of

these figures with comparable collapse axial and volu-

metric strains. Small pore air pressure is detected for moist

and unsaturated samples. It suggests two important facts

despite the small number of additional experiments: the

fragility and metastability of the obtained microstructure

on very loose idealized granular assemblies, and the

unnecessary presence of the full pore water fluid to trigger

these collapses.
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The largest jump (large circle with embedded square) of

ev in a single collapse occurs at 275 kPa of test N2, the

largest compression (extension) jump of ea at 48 (395) kPa

of test S2 (N1), the largest and exceptionally large DUpeak

happens at 303 kPa (test not shown) and DUnorm
peak for the

unloading collapse at 345 kPa of test S6. Multiple col-

lapses in cascade result in even large Dev at 169 kPa of test

S5 (quintuple), at 68 kPa of test N1 (triple) and at 303 kPa

(double), while leaving Dea inside the current trend. The

scattering of these results reinforces the undetermined

nature of r
0
trig, the unpredictability of axial and volumetric

drops, the importance of cascading and unloading collapse

and the lack of clear correlation between Dev, Dea and

DUpeak.

It is worth noting the wetting induced collapse potential

Cp ¼ Dh=Hwet where Dh is the height variation during

inundation with de-aired distilled water and Hwet the height

at the beginning of saturation stage. It is the axial strain

occurring during submersion and saturation by water. Cp is

often used to quantify the collapsibility of metastable soils

due to wetting in oedometric testing [71]. The collapse

potential for all tests in Table 2 is less than 1% which is the

recognized limit for collapsible soils in oedometer. Con-

sequently, very loose model granular assemblies are not

prone to collapse on wetting and Cp is unable to detect the

observed instability.

Upon ignoring all local collapses by artificially shifting

upwards at r0trig by De, as in Sect. 3.4, a unique and global

isotropic compressibility behaviour for model granular

materials created by moist-tamping technique, indepen-

dently of e30, can be retrieved. Some mean values of the

usual macroscopic compressibility parameters can be

identified: \Cc[ = 0.018, \Cs[ = 0.012, \r
0
p[ =

60 kPa. The quasi-reversibility of compression behaviour

is suggested by \Cs[ � \Cc[ .

4.3 Spontaneous collapse characteristics

Figure 9a shows the time evolution of DUnorm for the lar-

gest collapse of each test in Table 2, in terms of De,

including the rare unloading collapse at 274 kPa of test S1

and the first stick–slip in drained compression at 500 kPa.
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In the transient phase I for the first 100 to 200 ms, DU for

loose assemblies (full line) mostly vibrates like an oscil-

lating underdamped system with a dominant frequency

mainly in the range of 100 -110 Hz and disappears for

denser ones (dashed line), although some high frequencies

persist. These dashed lines emphasize the varieties and

complexities of pore pressure development. However, the

rising time to the first peak DUmax is within 5 ms, followed

by a relatively fast decay to stabilizing DUstable. No suit-

able correlation can be established between DUnorm
max and

r0trig. The inferred liquefaction levels suggest a local liq-

uefaction state for all vibrated transient phases and the

absence of local liquefaction for non-vibrating ones. The

subsequent longer dissipation phase II lasts within 4 s in

which DU returns to the initial equilibrium U ¼ U0 at

nearly constant axial strain. Despite the varieties of DUnorm

in phase I and the range of r0trig from 117 to 395 kPa, all

DUnorm are closely grouped together in a single dissipation

curve within some experimental scatters.

DUnorm for the first drained shear stick–slip at 500 kPa

of confining pressure (black thin line) has the same striking

features of isotropic collapses, although with smaller peak;

and that of unloading collapse (red thin line) has the largest

DUnorm
peak and the lowest frequency. These nearly identical

characteristics suggest probably a same underlying phe-

nomenon, triggered by the same physical mechanisms

independently of e30 and r0trig. It also seems that the striking

pore pressure development is not the exception, it is the

rule for local collapse in fully saturated granular media.

The corresponding Dea and Dev are shown in Fig. 9b, c.

These figures emphasize the lack of simultaneity between

DU or r0 and Dea, Dev and the absence of oscillations in the

transient phase for both Dea and Dev. Instead of sudden

axial and volumetric jumps often reported in the literature

for stick–slip experiments [2, 5, 16, 32, 48], all tests in this

time-resolved study offer a progressive and fast evolution

of Dea and Dev from one steady-state value to another; even

for the unusual case of negative Dea. Incidentally, the first

slip of the triaxial compression stick–slip offers the largest

steady-state value for both Dea and Dev.

For the selected accidents, the axial strain rate _ea varies

from 0.08%/s to a rapid rate of 1.16%/s while the volu-

metric strain rate _ev changes from 0.36 to 2.37%/s. These

rates suggest a dynamic regime of the collapse phe-

nomenon in less than one (three) second for ea (ev). More

than half of the Dea already happens during the transient

phase I below 200 ms, essentially under undrained condi-

tions of ev � 0.

The existence of DUnorm systematically detected as in

Fig. 9a means in that short time period of the collapse

event the pore pressure acquired at the top cap exceeds the

permanent back pressure U0 imposed at the bottom creat-

ing the excess pore pressure which surges, oscillates and

then returns to the steady U0. This implies a briefly non-

homogeneous stress state inside the sample during the

short-lived collapse for less than 4 s.

Figure 9d gives nearly parallel lines with a noticeable

constant idyn ¼ 19:0 ± 4.7 in the dissipation phase II for all

selected accidents, regardless of r0trig and of loading con-

ditions (isotropic or shear, loading or unloading). The first

stick–slip in Sect. 4.6 has a smaller value of 14.7 at Dea =

1.8%, not shown in this figure to emphasize the isotropic

collapses.

Since the total time of liquefaction state (r
0 � 0 kPa) is

less than 0.5 s in Fig. 9a and the collapse axial strain less

than 0.5% in Fig. 9b together with limited collapse volu-

metric strain, these collapses are termed as local liquefac-

tion or local collapse with the original cylindrical shape

maintained. A key question is ‘‘How long is the needed

time to create a sustained high pore pressure for a global

liquefaction state characterized by very large deforma-

tion?’’ and more importantly ‘‘What are the appropriate

conditions to maintain these high pore pressure levels for a

longer period?’’. At this stage, no attempt has been con-

ducted due to the still unknown triggering mechanisms of

these events.

Figure 10a gives the effects of net total isotropic stress

r� Uo on the duration of stabilized excess pore pressure

for isotropic collapses. Excepting some rare cases, the

stabilized DU lasts less than one second, irrespective to

collapse state (loading, unloading, first or subsequent col-

lapse). The dynamic incremental anisotropic coefficient

idyn (blue) measured in the surge of U mostly coincides

with the static one istat (red) in Fig. 10b. This observation

suggests a same kinematic strain development for both

quasi-static and dynamic phases.

4.4 Unloading collapse

One logical question arises instantly: Can these sponta-

neous macroscopic collapses happen in isotropic unload-

ing? Following the current understanding of soil behaviour,

the virgin isotropic consolidation line (VCL) suggests the

existence of a stable domain in the compressibility diagram

within which the soil behaviour can be considered as quasi-

elastic and reversible with small hysteresis cycle [75]. This

stable domain is located below VCL and the quasi-elastic

behaviour reveals by overconsolidated test with an

unloading - reloading cycle below a past maximum effec-

tive isotropic stress r
0
max. In other words, can the

microstructure attained at r
0
max remain stable in an over-

consolidated state below r
0

max?
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Figure 11a gives the first and rare event of a collapse

observed at r
0

trig = 274 kPa during the unloading part from

r
0
max = 400 kPa down to 100 kPa of an overconsolidated

test S1 with e30 = 0.690 and OCR = 4. While the three

collapses in loading are expected for this loose sample, this

sudden collapse in unloading (hollow ellipse) is totally

unexpected within the presumably quasi-elastic and

stable region. Furthermore it creates a single largest void

ratio reduction De = 0.016 of this test; and is even rela-

tively larger than the largest void ratio reduction De =

0.013 of the third collapse event at r
0
trig ¼ 135 kPa during

the isotropic loading path; thus, obliterating the small

volumetric dilation De = 0.0023 obtained from the

unloading part beginning at r
0
max. Past this unforeseen

collapse in unloading, the sample resumes its normal

unloading behaviour with slope Cs � Cc towards the final

consolidation stress of 100 kPa.

Figure 11b indicates a more violent and narrow peak

DUnorm
max = 2.61, a faster dominant vibration frequency and

shorter dissipation characteristics for the unloading col-

lapse (shortest t50, shortest dissipation time and largest

slope C).

4.5 Collapse in isotropic cycles

Another question emerges following the stunning existence

of the first unloading collapse: Can these sudden collapses

appear in subsequent drained isotropic compression cycles?

Figure 12a indicates the lack of collapses in a set of 8

isotropic cycles between 20 and 500 kPa on a medium

sample of test S5 with e20 = 0.654 (Dr = 28.6%), excepting

the usual collapses during virgin loading. It means a rela-

tive stable and resilient granular structure below r
0
max =

500 kPa. The first and only quintuple collapse shows the

existence of multiple after-collapses within the largest

collapse of De = 0.0203 at 169 kPa of this study. This fact

suggests the rapid successive rearrangements of granular

structure. Without the after-collapses, the extrapolations
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(dashed thick lines) give only half of Dev and Dea for a

single collapse.

As in Sect. 3.2, the development ofDUnorm for successive

collapses in Fig. 12b has all the characteristics; particularly

the vibrationless during the transient phase of the first col-

lapse at 73 kPa and the lack of liquefaction for denser state.

The last after-collapse at 159 kPa modifies substantially in

increasing ev and in a complicated pattern for ea, including

an axial extension jump for the second after-collapse at

156 kPa, contrary to the observations on the triple collapse

in Fig. 5. At present state, it is difficult to devise a mecha-

nism for this rare quintuple collapse in cascade.

As expected from granular mechanics, the small hys-

teretic loops of unload-reload cycle with red colour in

Fig. 12a give an accumulated ongoing compaction. Each

unload and reload segment is approximately linear.

However, Fig. 13a shows the compressibility behaviour

of 5 cycles from 30 to 500 kPa of test S6 on a looser

sample with e30 = 0.707 and a unique collapse (ellipse)

appears on the unloading part of the second cycle at

345 kPa. Subsequent isotropic cycles reconfirm the quasi-

reversibility of model granular material with Cs � Cc with

no additional collapse. The corresponding ea and ev are

shown in Fig. 13b measuring an exceptionally larger

DUnorm
max = 2.9 together with an unusual small axial exten-

sion and an always volumetric compaction.

While these two unloading collapses constitute the only

two rare events observed during the whole overconsolidated

and cyclic test series, they suggest the existence of a new

instability behaviour, always associated with a volumetric

compaction, clearly within the established stable domain

below VCL. It means the metastable microstructure

obtained up to r
0
max remains unstable, and it can experience

additional collapse at any time for any stress level below

r
0
max. The rarity of unloading collapse suggests the still

metastability of the obtained microstructure. It paves the

way for the possible existence of stick–slip phenomenon in

unloading for triaxial compression, which was never been

observed before in experiments, and also in triaxial exten-

sion, which was never been performed in the laboratory.

4.6 Stick–slip in isotropic consolidation

versus drained triaxial compression

Numerous questions raised by previous works on the stick–

slip phenomenon in drained compression, [16], concern the
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sudden, unexpected DU development and ev, ea jumps

during slip phase: How to explain the existence of short-

lived excess pore pressure in drained compression? Do the

samples experience simultaneously instantaneous axial

contraction and volumetric compaction during slip phase?

Figure 14 shows the subsequent stick–slip experience in

triaxial drained compression under 500 kPa of test N4. As

a comparison with previous isotropic collapses, we focus

on the first stick–slip (hollow circle) with largest jump in ea

and ev; and Fig. 14b gives the time evolution of DU, ev, ea

and deviatoric stress q ¼ r0a � r0r of this first slip; r0a and r0r
being the effective axial and radial stresses. With the

exception of sudden deviatoric stress drop Dq to zero in

less than 2 ms due to the presence of deviatoric stress

shearing, the evolutional characteristics of DU, ev and ea of

slip phase are qualitatively similar to those of spontaneous

collapse under isotropic consolidation as in Fig. 5, since

shortly after the end of the slip phase, the persisting van-

ished q gives an almost effective isotropic stress state for

the rest of slip phase. The inferred liquefaction level (solid

red circle), just above the unit normalized level, indicates a

vanishing r0r for almost 200 ms or a local liquefaction state.

The slip phase in compression stick–slip experiments is

characterized by a very fast deviatoric stress drop, an

equally fast transient phase of DU followed by a compa-

rable dissipation period with t50 = 1.12 s, a delayed and

progressive evolution of ea and ev as r0r recovers to the

previous level before slip. Subsequent stick–slips have

similar behaviour and an in-depth time-resolved study of

stick–slip phenomenon will be published elsewhere.

While this paper cannot offer a logical explanation for

the unpredictable DU, it gives nevertheless some new

insights into the dynamic behaviour during slip phase,

solving then at least some small mysteries of stick–slip

phenomenon occurring in model granular media (instan-

taneous deviatoric stress drop, local liquefaction state and

progressive evolution of ea and ev). The systematic

observed small delay of DU development with respect to

Dq for all stick–slips as in Fig. 14b excludes logically DU
as the first cause of slip instability. The brevity of Dq points

to the possible failure of contact force chains, and DU as a

consequence thereof. Rapid pore pressure generation was

also measured in thin shear zones shortly after the initiation

of flowslides on loose coking coal [22]. Nevertheless, the

interstitial pore pressure still plays a major role in the

amplification of these instabilities in fully saturated media

in reducing the effective stress.

In the literature, the incompleteness of the observed ea

and ev and even DU jumps in stick–slip experiments is due

only to the inadequate characteristics of the data acquisi-

tion system for a dynamic phenomenon, [2, 5, 9, 16, 78].

4.7 Structural instability hypothesis

To verify the role of pore fluid pressure, some comple-

mentary tests were performed on unsaturated moist and on

dry and medium dense samples in Fig. 15. The transient

phase I is still measured; however, without oscillations

with small pore pressure development up to

DUstable ¼ 9:6 kPa. Consequently, the fluid pressure is not

the initial cause for the observed isotropic instabilities in

this study, as in shear stick–slip experiments in the litera-

ture [2, 32, 48], or in triaxial compression shear on dry sand

with diffuse failure [64].

One possible speculated explanation is that these events

resulted from structural instability of metastable mi-

crostructure along preferential force chains carrying most

of the applied stress within the granular assembly

[21, 40, 77]. The sudden breakage or buckling of these

chains, facilitated by the rolling feature of perfect spherical

grain shape, noticed in numerical experiments [74], can

induce local dynamic shear deformation, and result in a fast

pore water pressure buildup due to the incompressibility of

water in a fully saturated media. The temporary decrease in

effective stress would, in turn, promote further
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deformation, and help in explaining the larger magnitude

of collapses in saturated shear experiments, compared to

dry ones. The spontaneity of slip events in experiments

[26, 48, 49, 72], of less than 2 ms in case of shear stick–

slip, can be seen in Fig. 14.

The sudden release of accumulated energy and the

subsequent rapid micro-structural rearrangement might

generate some elastic waves [4, 39], and extend a step

further the conjecture of dynamic pore pressure fluctua-

tions formulated earlier in rapid shearing experiments [33].

The oscillating underdamped feature of DU during tran-

sient phase in Fig. 9a is the first experimental evidence to

support these hypotheses. The strong connection between

the slip event during shear and the low frequency acoustic

emission in annular shear tests [47], although without clear

experimental correlation, and the systematic audible sound

accompanied isotropic collapses in this paper, could point

to the physical origin of these instabilities within granular

mass [46]. The sudden breakage of the force chains can

make two adjoining grains vibrate during the breakage

event and then produce the audible frictional sound

[20, 53].

The notoriously difficult experimental micromechanical

investigation can get some insights from discrete element

modelling (DEM) technique. The collapse of force chains is

strongly correlated to stress drops in slip phase on biaxial

test simulations using a packing of polygonal particles [54];

or on triaxial tests with spherical ones [70]. The role of pore

fluid is of paramount importance in recent advanced studies

on a nearly monodispersed population of spherical grains,

with a full solid-liquid coupling formulation [27, 28].

Drained triaxial compression can briefly experience multi-

ple localized liquefaction states. Unfortunately, the trig-

gering mechanisms and the dynamic characteristics of pore

pressure evolution are still missing in these numerical

experiments. The lack of direct observations, a still chal-

lenging task despite the availability of modern l-tomogra-

phy technique, [13, 31] and advanced two or three-

dimensional imaging techniques using epoxy impregnation,

[25], leaves these enigmatic aspects unsolved.

This structural instability hypothesis can help to explain

qualitatively the existence of successive collapses in a short

time period. As force network recovers from previous

breakdown, some newly rebuilt force chains can have

insufficient strength to support the actual stress, and sudden

breakage of these chains can happen before getting full

strength.

The leading candidates for the observed dynamic insta-

bilities are the rolling resistance [23, 74] and the contact

ageing [32, 69] of spherical particles along force columns.

If this is not the answer, the possible explanations become

strange, such as mysterious observed ‘‘doublets’’ or solid

bridges [16] in stick–slip experiments that can break, or the

stochastically determined failure of fibre bundle model

[30]; and if all else fails, there is a chance some ingredients

are missing with our basic understanding of microme-

chanical friction laws. In our knowledge, these dynamic

isotropic instabilities, as well as stick–slip shear ones with

strong volumetric coupling, were never been observed

before in numerical studies, nor theoretically predicted.

4.8 Collapse-free void ratio

Can we identify a collapsed fabric void ratio ecol
30 , repre-

senting the transition from local instability with partial

liquefaction to collapse-free during isotropic consolida-

tion? Fig. 16a shows the compressibility behaviour on an

isotropic cycle from 30 to 400 kPa of a dense sample

created by dry deposition technique with e30 = 0.596 (Dr =

80.3%).

A nearly smooth and collapse-free behaviour is

obtained. However, close examination reveals three tiny

collapses A to C in loading at 64, 136, 264 kPa and one

unloading collapse D at 298 kPa. The largest collapse A
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has a discernible De of about only 0.001, and a small

DUstable = 8.0 kPa, the same order of magnitude of moist

sample, with a transient phase I reasonably delineated in

Fig. 16b and a shortest t50 = 0.218 s in the dissipation phase

II. The remaining collapses are macroscopically

indiscernible.

A complete collapse-free behaviour during some iso-

tropic cycles is obtained on a more denser sample with e30

= 0.584 (Dr = 91.1%) of test SP2.

Some additional observations can be made from theses

special tests. First, the threshold collapsed fabric void ratio

ecol
30 can be approximated to 0.590 (Dr = 85.7%) with a total

disappearance of collapses for denser samples below this

value in Fig. 17. The second is small collapses above ecol
30 ,

including the unloading accidents, have no practical con-

sequences on the global compressibility behaviour. The

existence of collapse unloading, although rare, constitutes

the third observation. The fourth points to the collapses for

dense body; it can convey an explanation for the shear

stick–slip behaviour happening in high density and at the

steady-state of an initially loose sample [16]. The final and

major observation concerns the occurrence of collapses for

all tested samples in this study, irrespective of initial

density and depositional methods. Consequently, this col-

lapsibility seems to be an inherent characteristic driven by

e30.

Figure 17 collects De and etrig, the void ratio at r0trig, for

all collapses and a threshold void ratio ecol
30 can be rea-

sonably identified. It can be one physical attribute con-

trolling the disappearance of collapses on dense samples.

The first collapse (full symbols) has usually smaller De
than the subsequent or unloading collapses. Logically ecol

30

is lower than the previously identified liquefaction-free

threshold e
liq
30 = 0.690 (Dr = -11.6%) for the same mate-

rials [19]. Coincidentally, ecol
30 � emin and e

liq
30 � emax, the

two normative values defining the usable range of void

ratio.

Can these dynamic collapses happen for other glass

beads? Tests with CVP smaller beads of 0.4 mm indicate

that collapses still occur and excess pore pressure persists

to experience the basic 2-phase response features as other

reported collapses but accompanies by some distinctions

(low frequency, longer duration for the whole dynamical

response in collapse ... ). Furthermore, Fig. 18a shows the

compressibility from 30 to 500 kPa of soda-lime ‘‘Sili-

beads’’ type S, well-sorted and well rounded with similar

D50 ¼ 0:675 mm, commercialized by sigmund-lindner,

Germany2. As expected, loose sample with e30 ¼ 0:750

experiences two large collapses at 146 and 400 kPa. The

results are broadly consistent with previous observations on

CVP beads. The DUnorm, Dev and Dea for the second col-

lapse, shown in Fig. 18b, strengthen the collapsibility of

soda-lime glass beads, with some variations (fewer oscil-

lations, smaller frequency, highly damped system). These
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differences can be attributed to different industrial fabri-

cation processes. Future studies will address a complete

comparison.

5 Conclusions

The compressibility behaviour of fully water-saturated

monodisperse glass beads, normally consolidated and

overconsolidated, initially assembled in loose state by

moist-tamping technique, under isotropic drained com-

pression, is affected by unexpected events triggered at

undetermined effective isotropic stress. In compression

loading, as well as in unloading, each event is characterized

by two phases. The first dynamic transient phase I has a

very fast drop of effective isotropic stress r
0

due to an

excess pore pressure development DU at nearly constant

volume and constant axial strain. DU vibrates like an

oscillating underdamped system and briefly creates a local

liquefaction state with null r
0
. The second quasi-static

phase II follows with gradual increase in axial ea (con-

traction) and volumetric ev (compaction) strain, and a full

progressive recovery of r
0
to the previous steady-state level

before event. These events closely resemble the stick–slip

instability during shear in triaxial drained compression.

Rare collapse events even occur during the isotropic

unloading, always under undetermined r
0
. These unloading

collapses share the same characteristics as those of loading.

Instability also happens for unsaturated moist and dry

states. Upon ignoring these stick–slip events, the classical

compressibility behaviour of granular material is recovered

having a quasi-elastic behaviour with Cs � Cc. The stick–

slip-like phenomenon tends to increase asymptotically in

amplitude of volumetric strain at greater isotropic stress

towards a constant value, while keeping small axial strain.

A same kinematic strain development for both quasi-static

and dynamic phases is observed.

The isotropic triaxial consolidation is collapse-free for

dense state below a threshold void ratio at 30 kPa of

confining pressure, ecol
30 , representing the transition from

local instability with partial liquefaction to smooth com-

pressibility behaviour. This threshold ecol
30 completes nicely

with previously identified liquefaction-free threshold e
liq
30 .

Together, they define the void ratio range for dynamic

instabilities. The revealed collapsibility, irrespective of

initial density and depositional methods, is an essential

feature, and can be an important clue to the physical cause

beneath the strange observed instabilities.

It is suspected that two ingredients are required to create

these isotropic dynamic collapses: an initial highly struc-

tural anisotropic state and the spherical form of particles.

An additional requirement for lower density above a

threshold e
liq
30 is also expected for a full isotropic

liquefaction.

It is also hypothesized that unforeseen large dynamic

pore pressure fluctuations can be originated in micro-

structural instability resulting from local collapse of con-

tact networks and subsequent rapid micro-structural rear-

rangements. Consequently, the pore fluid is not the cause of

these events. It is responsible only for the amplification of

the event, since large pore pressure fluctuations can reduce

significantly the effective isotropic stress, decrease in turn

the grain-contact stresses towards a vanishing stress state

and increase the axial and volumetric strain. Isotropic

instabilities and shear stick–slips share probably the same

physical origin with strong links to geometrical features.

Some obvious questions remain: Can these dynamic

instabilities appear in polydispersed model granular mate-

rials? What are the necessary conditions to initiate, prop-

agate and maintain these short-lived local collapses? How

these local events can sustain long enough, for more than

one second, to create a global liquefaction state with large

deformation and catastrophic consequences? However, the

main critical and long-standing question to be answered is
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what are the cause or combination of causes of this large

pore pressure buildup, in other words what are the physical

triggering mechanisms responsible for the creation of these

events? No satisfactory explanations have yet emerged

from scientific studies. More experimental and numerical

works are needed to address these issues.

Since special care was taken in double measuring and

checking the dynamic pore fluid pressure, some more

unanswered questions persist: What are the physical

information encoded in the transient phase? Can we derive

some dynamic material characteristics?

There is a strong possibility that the inexplicable

observed dynamic instabilities may have been a permanent

phenomenon rather than a brief historical anomaly of ide-

alized granular behaviour. Based on these surprising

experimental findings, the ideal perfectly spherical parti-

cles, especially glass beads, can hardly be substituted for

real granular materials.

The test data of this paper can be downloaded from the

journal website as supplementary materials.
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